
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL FESTE 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" Feste im Herbst 

HERBSTFESTE UNO GEBRAUCHE I 
FALL FESTIVALS AND CUSTOMS 

dependent workers. 

Since ~here are hardly any large estates run in this 
manner any more in Germany (actually, they never 
played a large role on the territory of what is now the 
Federal Republic), there is no basis left for the tradi
tional harvest celebrations, especially now that 
modern harvesting machines have so much changed 
and accelerated t he harvest work. 

For a while the thrashing machine introduced at the 
end of the 19th century provided a substitute of son s 
for t he old system . It replaced the o ld method of 

thrashing wit h a flai l (which ohen took all winter to 
complete). Many people were required to work when 
the thrashing machine was used. And when the job 
was done this provided the occasion for a small celebra
tion. 

Today in the Federal Republic of Germany agricul
tural production plays only a minor role in the total 
economy. For the majority of the working popula
t ion, the summer is no longer a period of toil but 
rather a time of recreation, at least for the three or four 
weeks of the annual vacation. 

---~====-

Harvest and Fall.Cu__st_oms 

Around st. Joh~'s -Day the hay harv~si' begins for 
the farmers. This lasts for several ...;eeks depend
ing on where the farrn is situated, : and i t is fol
lowed in July/August by the grain harvest. Before 
harvesting machines were Introduced, harvest time 
was the period when agriculture ha~ the greatest 
need for workers. Just how closely certain cus
toms are connected with the living , conditions of 
the people who practice them is mustrated by the 
customs which relate to the harvesting of the 
crops. Actually one can only understand them if 
one knows the circumstances of their origin. Then 
one is not tempted to maintain these customs 
artificially If they are vanishing because the very 
circumstances which gave rise to them In the first 
place have ceased to exist. : 
All the old, traditivo1al customs cal!1e Into .being 
under agricultural, rural, pre-industrial conditions 
and they are tailored to these conditions. Modern 
societies have other ways of life, other basic 
princ·iples around which life Is organized, and 
correspondingly they have other customs when It 
comes to celebrations. The external ci rcumstances 
of life determine. this. 

--------------------

The central EU.rop.ean vii lage was formerly a rela
tively closed community. The ;inhabitants were 
forced to be in constant contactlwith one another. 
In spite of all the internal differentiation which 
certainly did exist, the village constituted a unit. 
The feudal hierarchy, which subjected the com
munHy to a common lord and to the Church, con
tributed to this as well. Comm'on ways of cele
brating festivals, therefore, were only to be 
expected. But it was also th~ very manner in 
which the agricultural systerr( was organized 
which brought about this close contact. In the 
three-field system, which pr~vailed from the 
Middle Ages until late into the :19th century, the 
common land held by th·e village community was 
alternately sown with summer grains (in the 
spring), then with winter grains (sown in the 
fail and lasting through the winter), and in the 
third year the land lay fallow. In the 19th century 
the practice of allowing the land to lie fallow 
was superseded. Vegetables like potatoes and 
beets and greens used for fodder were planted 
on the fallow land. 


